


How do you prepare for a month-long Safari, driving your truck and camping with your 
family in some of South Africa’s most extreme environments? Well, if you happen to be 
product designer Mike Voss, you design and build a modular truck cap to help you organize 
gear and create the perfect platform for a rooftop tent.

SmartCap was formed out of the rugged terrain of Africa. Every inch was built to withstand 
the twisting and jostling of offroad trails. To be watertight during torrential flash floods and 
dust-proof over thousands of miles driving through the reserves — with the African dust 
seeping into everything it encounters. Everything that is, but the SmartCap.

Forged in Africa. Built by you.



THE WORLD’S FIRST

MODULAR
TRUCK CAP SYSTEM.

CONFIGURE
ONLINE

DELIVER TO
YOUR DOOR

INSTALL IN
UNDER AN HOUR

OR AUTHORIZED
DEALER

SmartCap is the world’s first modular truck cap system. From its 5-piece stainless 
steel design to its seamlessly integrated accessories, the SmartCap lets you build 
and organize your truck bed exactly how you want it. But that’s just where the 
benefits of this revolutionary design begin.

Order online or visit an authorized dealer.
Purchase the SmartCap or SmartAccessories 
online and have them shipped directly to your 

home or to an authorized dealer.

Damage a section? Replace it.
If you damage the stainless steel roof, sides, 

front, or back, just replace the damaged section 
and voilà! Your SmartCap is as good as new.
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FEATURES

Forged, not sprayed.
Forged from automotive-grade stainless 

steel, the SmartCap EVO is arguably the 
strongest truck cap ever designed. It’ll hold 

330 lbs of gear when moving down the road 
and a whopping 770 lbs parked while you saw 

logs in a rooftop tent under the stars.

For men of steel, not fiberglass.
When you build a truck cap out of steel and not 

fiberglass, you have the confidence it’s been built to 
withstand the daily abuse you’ll give it. From off-roading to 

the job site, SmartCap is one heck of a rugged truck cap.

It’s a door and so much more.
The Gullwing Door openings are around 17% taller than the 

average side window you’ll find on a fiberglass canopy — making 
it that much easier to access cargo or bolt in a SmartAccessory.

Push button access.
The design of the low profile latching mechanism seamlessly flows 

into the SmartCap door and can be opened with just the push of a 
button. Plus, all six locks are keyed alike for maximum security and 

easy access.

Rain, snow, freezing temperatures? Bring it!
Our 5-piece design includes an innovative sealing method that, 

when properly installed, makes the SmartCap weatherproof. So 
when Mother Nature descends with torrential rains and wind 

followed by snow and freezing temperatures — your cap will 
remain water-tight and your cargo dry as a bone.

Road-dust, schmo-dust.
The Positive Pressure Air Vent filters fresh air into the cap at a 
greater velocity than the enclosed bed is trying to suck it back in. 

This keeps road dust outside of the bed rather than all over 
your stuff.

Mount up.
Sleekly designed into the top of the SmartCap, our integrated Roof 

Rails allow you to utilize other SmartAccessories for mounting 
roof-top tents, bikes, kayaks, ladders — you name it. Plus, if you 

already own a rack system, no problem. Their universal design 
allows you to mount just about anything.
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Forged from steel (not fiberglass), it could be said the SmartCap EVO is built like a truck, not a 
boat. From off-roading to the job site, it’ll withstand the daily abuse you give it, while also 
being able to hold up to 330 lbs when moving or 770 lbs when parked.

But this bruiser’s more than brawn. From its modern angular design to the bonded glass 
Gullwing Doors with low profile push-button latching mechanisms to the sleek 
integrated roof rails, the SmartCap EVO enhances the rugged look of your truck.

Built like a truck, not like a boat.
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Put it on. Take it off. 
Put it on. Take it...

The stainless steel SmartCap EVO can be 
removed in under 15 minutes, giving you 

the ability to haul taller loads. Then when 
you’re ready to put it back on — snap! It’s back 

on in a jiffy.

Easy access from the cab? Included.
Whether you’re parked on the side of a mountain or 

driving down the interstate, when you need something, 
you need it. That’s why we include a cab slider window as a 

standard feature on all EVO Leisure caps.

Open and shut case.
The flush-mounted sliding window on the Gullwing Doors 

provides excellent ventilation for the enclosed truck bed.  
Choose from four lockable positions to achieve your desired 

air-flow. So go ahead, take that second helping of Aunt Betty’s 
Famous Baked Beans, we’ve got you covered.

Real attention grabber.
The SmartCap incorporates a high mounted third brake light 

that’s a real attention grabber when slamming on the brakes 
to let Nana and her ‘lil Tater shuffle across the intersection.

STAINLESS
STEEL

EASY
REMOVAL



When South African telecom companies first saw the SmartCap EVOc, they knew they’d found the 
ideal solution to never having to fix damaged fiberglass again — and for good reason. Not only did 
it solve the fiberglass problem, but when one of their SmartCap panels incurred any damage, in 
under an hour, they could swap it out — back on the road, good as new.

Manufactured out of automotive-grade stainless steel, the EVOc is a brilliantly engineered 
commercial truck bed cap system. The steel side doors with the optional rear window 
Security Mesh provide incredible security for your truck bed. Plus, outfit your EVOc with 
SmartAccessories to build the ultimate commercial truck based on your cargo 
management needs.

Commercial grade — modular design.
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FEATURES: (In addition to the key features on page 5)

Protection when you need it — 
easy access when you don’t.

The Stainless Steel Side Doors on the 
EVOc are incredibly secure. Plus, the low 

profile latching mechanisms and heavy-duty 
gas struts enable you to open the door with 

just one finger.

Build it how you want it.
The SmartSystem of accessories lets you build the 

ultimate commercial truck. From SmartDrawers to the half 
or full size SmartBox, Load Bars, Contractor Rack, and more 

— organize your commercial truck bed exactly how you want it.

Safe and secure.
When combined with the stainless steel doors, the optional 

Rear Window Security Mesh adds another layer of protection 
for your SmartCap EVOc.

Real attention grabber.
The SmartCap EVOc incorporates a high mounted third brake 

light that’s a real attention grabber when slamming on the brakes 
to let Nana and her lil Tater shuffle across the intersection.
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Built for hauling hay or surviving
the apocalypse. Your choice.

SMARTTRAY & SMARTCAPXL

Peering through heat waves coming up from the African plains, you see it — a rugged-looking truck 
with a SmartTray System. Like something out of Mad Max, the offroad truck sports a SmartTray with 
a SmartCapXL sitting atop. Spare tires, jerry cans, an ax, and shovel attached. His message, fully 
received. “Bring on the apocalypse Buddy Boy; I’ve never been more ready!”

The SmartTray is built to take heavy-duty abuse while still delivering the ultimate in truck bed 
organization. From the frame up, its design maximizes space with a drawer and bins for 
containing your stuff. Combined with the SmartCapXL it can also deliver a whopping 74 
cubic feet of water-tight, dust-free, fully enclosed storage. Add to that it’s seamless 
compatibility with SmartAccessories, and you have truck bed nirvana.
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FEATURES: 

Maximize your bed from 
the frame up.

Designed to maximize the space around 
the frame and tires, the SmartTray comes 

with built-in bins and a heavy-duty telescopic 
sliding drawer that can handle heavy loads.

Get to it.
One of the largest caps ever constructed for a 

light-duty truck, the SmartCapXL provides 74 cubic feet 
for a mid-size truck. Plus, the large side doors let you 

access the entire tray from either side.

Hang it and go.
The back wall of the SmartCapXL includes universal brackets 

for mounting spare tires, jerry cans, ladders, shovels, etc. If it 
can be mounted, just hang it and go.

Mount up.
Sleekly designed into the top of the SmartCapXL, our integrated 

Roof Rails allow you to utilize other SmartAccessories for 
mounting roof-top tents, bikes, kayaks, ladders — you name it. 

Plus, if you already own a rack system, no problem. Their univer-
sal design allows you to mount just about anything.
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SMARTACCESSORIESSMARTACCESSORIES



The SmartSystem of accessories lets you organize your truck bed to fit your life. Drop a 
SmartKitchen into one Gullwing Door for pasta bolognese under El Cap and a SmartBox in 
the other to keep your tools organized. Whatever you’re after, build your truck bed exactly 
how you want it.

The smart way to build a bed.

ACCESSORIES

CONTRACTOR RACK

SmartKitchen : Camp stove, cutting 
board and secure storage for the 
included dishes, cookware, spices, etc.

SMARTRACK PLATFORM RACKLOAD BAR KIT

SECURITY MESH SMARTLIGHT SMARTTABLE

Full SmartBox : Fills the entire side opening and provides mounting brackets to secure cargo.

Half SmartBox : Fills half of the opening—leaving the other half to access your bed and cargo.  SmartDrawer : Organize and safely store tools and equipment.

Contractor Rack: Heavy-duty roof rack with rollers and ample tie-downs for securing your load. Load Bar Kit: Great for mounting tents, bikes, ladders, etc. SmartRack: Drop 
down roof rack for making loading and unloading of cargo a snap. Platform Rack: Creates a large surface and ample mounting points to secure cargo.  

Security Mesh (EVOc): Adds another layer of rear window protection for your SmartCap EVOc. SmartLight: The powerful rechargeable LED SmartLight, magnetically 
mounts to shed light right where you need it. SmartTable: Stainless steel construction. Includes a mounting bracket for storing the table on the interior roof of a SmartCap. 



RSI North America, Inc.
RSIsmartcap.com

Distributed exclusively by Keystone Automotive Operations, Inc.
KeystoneAutomotive.com


